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. - Abbreviations - 

PL - James Gairdner, ed., Tbe Paston Letters; ( 6  volumes, London, 
1904) 

Potter- 'Robin Hood and the Potter', in Dobson and Taylor, 
Rymes, pp. 125-32 

Rot Par1 - Rotuli Parliamentorurn (6  volumes, London, 1767) 
Statutes of the Realm - Statutes of the Realm ( I  1 volumes, London, 

1 8 1 0-28) 

TRHS - Transactions of the Royal Historical Society 

All quotations from and references to the early stories of Robin 
Hood are h-om the Dobson and Taylor edition, cited in italics (see 
Death, Gest, Guy, Monk, Potter above). However, the constituent 
elements of the Gest, which I have identified as 'Robin Hood and 
the Knight', Robin Hood and the Sheriff', 'Little John and the 
Sheriff', 'Robin Hood and the King' and The Death of Robin 
Hood' are cited in inverted commas. All other late-medieval texts 
are cited in italics. ' 

Extracts from Julian Barnes, England, Enghnd are reproduced by kind 
permission of the author. 

xvi 

T e x t s  and Context 

Everyone knows about Robin Hood is a myopic formula which makes 
an historian's hackles rise. Everyone knows, alas, what everyone 
knows. But the pearl richer than all his tribe is You can't start 
messing around with Robin Hood. What, my dear Jeff, do you 
think History is? Some lucid, polyocular transcript of reality? 
Tit, tut, tuf. The historical record of the mid- to late-thirteenth 
century is no clear stream into which we might trillingly 
plunge.' 

So pontificates Dr Max, a parody of a media don, in Julian Barnes' 
novel, England, England. The novel is a dystopia in which a media 
magnate, Jack Pitman, unmistakably based on Robert Maxwell, has 
turned the lsle of Wight into a themed heritage park encapsulating 
the quintessence of England. 'Robin Hood and his Merrie Men' 
came seventh in a worldwide survey (results adjusted by Sir Jack) of 
what people associated with Englishness, and so it becomes one of 
the main amactions, a team of acton performing Robin Hood and 
the Sheriff' daily at 4.00 p.m. to huge crowds.2 

This book follows Dr Max's path and messes about with Robin 
Hood. On the.other hand, it disagrees with his judgement that 
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Texts and Context - 

the storie Q$ Robin Hood provide ahistorical record of the mid- identify as many as eight surviving stories, or 'rymes' as thw we= 
to late thirteenth century. It begins with the premise that the called, of Robin Hood set down in writing by c.1500, or 

earliest surviving written version of the stories of Robin Hood containing elements which can be reasonably identified as of that 
dates from the fifteenth century, and probably the second half of time. We can look at them like episodes in a twentieth-cenhry 
that century. And it follows with the deduction that therefore they adventure series in 'comics', on radio, in film and on television, 
talk to us horn and tell us about that century. Certainly history is woven around stock characters - the hero, Little John, the sheriff, 
no lucid, polyocular transcript of reality, and the book ~ o u l d  not the monk, the king - in which the hero has various adventures, 
have been undertaken if I believed that everyone knew what 1 triumphing against the same set of villains in an infinitely 

wanted to write. But history is nothing if not messing about with changing set of circumstances. Plot lines, actions and incidents are 
the past. endlessly repeated and varied. Outlaws go into Nottingham in 

Everyone knows the story of Robin Hood. The Anglo-Saxon disguise and fool the sheriff, there are archery contests, daring 
earl of Huntingdon, Sir Robin of Locksley, has been evicted from rescues and pitched battles between Robin's and the sheriff's men. 
his estates by the Normans and outlawed. He lives by highway In the eight 'stories' on which this study focuses the dies 
robbery and poaching. England is under the compt and twice, a monk is robbed twice, the ktng intervenes twice. There 
oppmsive rule of the wicked PrinceSohn, regent while his were probably many more in cidat;5* than have survived in 
brother the king, Richard I, is on cnrsade. Prince John is in league writing. We have the testimony of &&,5cwsh Walter 
with the Sheriff of Nottingham and with GUY of Gisbarne. They Bspwer writing in c. 1440 to this ekqt. Hi.wrote of Robin Hood 
are tamrising the people. Locksley has taken to ~ ~ w d  md LittJ, JbhA andftkir  comp&$amir> These men the 
Forest, and, as Robin Hood with his m e w  men, leads the ~ ~ n m b n s  member, at times 
resistance of free-bom Englishmen to the alien ~ l e  of the 
Normans' Robin runs rings round the sheriff. Afrer k n ~  b an kind$ d romances, d snatches'. He then 

including an archery contest in Noffin$larm and ot itself survi~ed.~ 
fighting free of arrest, he triumphs. King Richard reixrns to ses of both 'of the 
England in &guise, observes what is amiss and discovers that* r; grscple' and 'enjoyed by many') la 
Robin is his true subject. Prince John and his allies are removed:. , b m ~  tales were told. The survival r of different stories 
~0cksli-e~ is restored to his lands, gets the girl (Maid Marian him is the principal feature that separates Robin Hood horn 
good government is reinstated and freedom restored. This, wi ather outlaw heroes of late-medieval England, such as 
many variations on it, is the story that twentieth-century cinem lyn or William of Cloudesly, about each of whom there 
and television audiences knew. ives but one self-contained narrative.4 

It is not, however, the story that was familiar to fifteenth- an e earliest stories of Robin Hood nevertheless contained 

P early-sixteenth-century audiences. In fact, to begin with, th s which everyone does know and which have the 
knew several stories, for Robin Hood the forest outlaw was a st s about of the centuries. Robin Hood is an outlaw. He is 
character on which different adventures were hung. One c IJanied by his m e w  men, among whom are Little John (his 

2 3 
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princi&fhtenant), Will Scarlet (or Sci~10ck) and Much the which klh how the king pumes Robin, only catch- up him 
Miller's kfi, There is no Friar Tuck among his m e w  men1 but when he is disguised as a monk and is waylaid, and8& pa&s 
there is a &mTuck in a surviving play fiqgment. There is no Maid him and takes him into his service. And last is me Dea& of 
Marian, but Robin is devoted to the Virgin Mary. They reside in Robin Hood' which tells how Robin, having abandoned the court 
Shewood Forest (but also float freely northwards to ~ ~ ~ s d a l e  in and fled to the forest again, is finally killed through treachery 
south Yorkshire). They poach the king's deer, they hold UP of the prioress of Kirklees, in Yorkshire. 
trawllers through the forest whom they always invite to dine After a kw introductory stanzas, the nan;ltive kgns with 
before they rob them. They are skilled archers, most of all Robin Robin Hood's men mylaring the knight, who tells his sorry story. 
~ ~ 4 ,  who can split the wand, the peg on which the target is Robin lends him money to help redeem his momged lands from 
hung in an archery contest. Robin in more than one story goes the abbot of St h k .  He goes with Little John to York, 
j;lto Nottingham in disguise to take part in an archery conwt, and revealins that he has the money only after being humiliated by 
in one he is recognised, betrayed and fights his way om. His arch- the abbot and the %igh justice', who had conspired to &fraud 
enemy is the Sheriff of Nottinghm, who is frequently humiliated 
as as killed twice. He is particularly unenamomd of monks, returns to the forest to repay the I 
especially the Berre&tim monks of St Mads Abbey, Yo&, who omeying south and 
kgture in two stories. He robs from the undeserving and helps the 

night, but he cannot 
earl. He is a plain 'yeoman. restore order, but not 

sometimes known as the 'sorry knight' because of his pkght. 
p-des the central thread A second is about 'Robin Hood an 
%riff in which the hero goes into Nottinghm to ~ a r t i c i ~ a  

Yet close examination reveals the stitching as it he 
med knight in the eady part becomes Sir Richad at the 
in the later sections. It is divided into eight 'fymesl rowy 
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rrprnentidf& stofis. Although the repetition of the call to the is complicated by the d i f f i d y  of d&tin@hing 
audience & pay attention' is characteristic of these long between what might have possibly been earlier, orally 

they fail to disguise the joins. On the one and the subsequent commitment of them to writing, of 
hand the Ternin& to pay attention at the besinning of the sixth &*n&Wding interpolations and adaptations at that stage, and of 

-1 
discerning manipulations of the text by c o m p o ~ t o ~  in setting the 
printed editions. was responsible for bringing this complex 

Lyzbe and listm, g m h e n ,  compilation toge?le~ when and why is not known. H~~~~~~ one 
And h e r b  to your [sN can be teasonably certain that, while its constituent G~~ in 

is followed immediately by the narrative where it 
of the previous fytte, with the sheriff p m i ~ g  Robin tQ the 

knight's castle. On the other hand the third w e ,  
a similar r e h n ,  is the beginning of a new story. 
of m l e  John and the Sheriff, which seems to be included for 
* C  =lief, The is complete& different. ~~~~ thead 
pmvi&=d by'the dominant nmative is lofty and 
Ij.j& John and W Sheriff', cmcerniffg the d e r ~  , h k a b ~ t  f-. Evsen the . ~ I J '  of 'Robin 
wff, while it is linked to the w i n  narra*, 
*fit, for this is an all-action, ~ ~ h b ~ k l i n t 3  Yarn in 

his f ighqq gmum. Their positioning in th 
as the third a d  fifth m, ~ U W M  awkwa* ban 

=lief. The Death.& wig Hood' is but a s h ~ f l  
a longer stmy appended as an epilogue. An indcpmdent. 
fragrnen't of the same story survives. 

Nevefihelesl as the first attempt to create a unified n 
th a is cle& recognisable as the h i s  of dl latex versions a 

of Robin Hood. Textual and linguistic analpis has 
a possible &te of m i t i o n  of the elements as early as c. 1 
and &*s for the compositions to be cornmi 
1450. The fist m n g  complete printed edition 
appeared in 1492. There are n<r d i m  s d v i  

6 
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who enterrained gentle and lewd people alike with their profane a preacher, to have his office lesse esteemed, to prefer ~~b~~ hod 

stories, dissolute disrespectful jokes and their insistent before the ministracion of God's word'.17 

cries of 'for largess, for largess'. They were little better than Robin Hood became, literally, proverbial, the proverb Imany 

vagabonds and beggars, leading good Christians, and law- men speak of Robin Hood who never shot his bowr is first 

abiding subjects, artray. That goody two shoes Piers recorded at the beginning of the fifteenth century; the phrase 
would have nothing to do with 'Robin the Rybauder for his rusty 'Robin Hood in Barnsdale stood' had entered the language by 
w o r ~ . 1 5  The Robin Hood stories were picked out early for 1429." The relationship between written text as it emerged and 

condemnation and there is a long string of complaint. spoken was complex. We should not assume that an oral 
from Langland in 1377 to the Reformation and beyond. Sloth. tradition ~ m e d e d  the written text. As recent study of the early- 

in  piers ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  is a of the indolent priest who modern period shows, the two intermingled.19 ~~t it would be 
did not know his pater noster well, but did ' ~ m e s  of RObyn reasonable to swpose that the stories were far more hequently 
hood1. ln the first decade of the fifteenth century, the author heard than they were read. Only after the development of p,jnt 

Dims and Pauper similarly disapproved of those who would 'Ooner was it possible for those compiled as the Gest to be circulated i n  

hear a tale or song of Robin Hood, or some other 'ribaud r( and even then it ~ o u l d  have been read aloud to a 
go to mass or matins. It was the same a centuly later- Barclay 
complained in his early-sixteenth-~ent~~y translation of Tbr Sbi ted those who beard a tale orsong of Robin ~ ~ ~ d ,  

of Fools: dale blasted those who allowed the laity to read (my italics) 
u l e s ,  but forbade them p study scripture in  the 

Forgoodlie scripture is not worth an hawet as- The sentiment was the am, whether old catholic or 

~ u t  tales are loved of ribaudry, 
And many are so blinded witb tbeirfoly, 
n u t  no scriptur tbink tbey so true nor godel IY recited and mad, but also performed 

is afoolisb jest of Robin Hode.16 was incensed that he had had +,give way for a 
Hood, From as early as 1426-7, when there is a reference 

The refrain was taken up by Protestants. omance at Exeter, there is evidence, quickening after 
Tyndale in 1528 excoriated stories of Robin Hood1 along 
fables of love and want&nnes~, as ribaldries 'as filthy as rly English Drama project, that plays, 
think'. Hugh Latimer was incensed, SO he preachedbefore Edw archery contests involving the 
VI in 1549, to have found recently that he was locked d were being performed in parochial 
church because it was Robin HOO&S &Y and the parish es almost as early as we know rhymes were being 
abroad to gather for him. He had actually to give way to Ily assumed, that the rhymes came 
~~~a~ men, ]t was no laughing matter: 'under Pre by 1500 play and rhyme were interchangeable. A play 
gatherynge for Robin hoode, a t~-aytoure, and a thefet to 475 called Robin Hood and tbe Sber19 is remakably like the 
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near-conwporaw Robin Hood and Guy Gisbome, which survives Monk. He is also more consistently the trickster. whereas in 

only in a b& velrion." The languas of the much of it in tale Robin goes to Nottingham boldly, 
laynlI23 and is 

dialogue, is the language of perfomance as well as the language quickly recognised, Little John in  rescuing him pretendr to be 
of stowelling; and the section which deals with the knight and what he is not to the monk, to the king and to the sheriff. the 
the abbot of St MagsI York, structured in three acts, is dramatic. king acknowledges at the end: 
We should not assume that Robin Hood performance was 
,tricted to parochial fund-raising. The case has been 'Little Jbhn base begyled tbe scberefi 

convincingly that the surviving play text was o*ginalb I;l faith so base he me.24 

among the Paston Papers and that it is the SCW for the play to 
which Sirlohn paston in a letter to his brother in 1 4 7 3 . ~ ~  And the plot of 'Little John and the Sheriff' depends on ~ i ~ ~ l ~  
~~d if a ~ ~ ~ f ~ l k  gentry family enjoyed the play, why not Other lohnrs Pretence as Re~nolde Grenelefe to hoodwink the sheriff. 
venues, such as the revels of the Inns of Cow,  where we know He is the master of disguise. 
that plays were performed from the later 
end of the anuv the stories had become popular in the modem 
sense of the word: all social groups, 

excepted, shared the fun. 
B~ the second half of the fifteenth c e n W  the Robin 

s h e s  formed a body of popular li 
and ultimately read at most 

many diffe=nt contexts. It is reasonable to W 
Performances drew upon the same body he is betrayedl and after a good fight is captured by the 
as the lymes of Robin Hood and =present& and 'the justice'. He is rescued from the gallows by his 
dissemination of their themes. How Adam and clim, a& another mighty conflict. 
never know. But unlike the twentieth-century equivalent$ sue: 
Barman, the hero is something of a Chameleon. Even in 
s-v4ng stories it is apparent that 
H ~ ~ & :  the fount of restorative justice CKni ends with William becoming his bowbeaEr and chief 
Sometimes a cold-blooded killer ( C u y )  Sometimes he is ster Of all the north, and his wife the chief nurse of the 
COWOUS ('Knight1), sometimes mor 
high-minded, sometimes he is a nichter (Pour) .  We 
dealing with one Robin Hood character: we are d e a l i ~  the story of how the youngest son of three is 
several. Little John, on the other hand, is more consistent.. by eldest brother after their fatherrs death and 
the loyal sewant, albeit his loyalty is tested in Robb  Hood a ' Serve him- Eventually he rebels, assaults his brother and 

12 13 
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flees to th& k t l  purmed by the sheriff. There he and his faithhl heart. Robin himself was promoted to the peerage as the 

sepant join an outlaw band of yeomen. Not long afterwards the dispossessed earl of Huntingdon in the last decade of the 

outlaw chief is pardoned, and SO Gamelyn is electedoutlaw sixteenth c e n h r ~  by Anthony Munday in his wo plays, ne 
to succeed him. Soon his evil eldest brother is made sheriff; DO*rfaU and 7 % ~  Death of Robefl, Earl of HuntingdOn. Munday was 

~~~~l~~ agrees to surrender because he is promised a fair by m~onsible also for m i n g  Marian into Mati]&, of ~~~d 
his honest middle brother, who stands bail. But he is Fi~Watert and hansposing the plot to the reign of I while 
crossed by the Sheriff, who arrests the middle brother and puts he is absent on cmsade, leaving his realm in the care of his wicked 
him on mal in ~ ~ ~ ~ l y n ~ ~  stead before a packed jury and a bought brother, Prince John.28 Later, in the early nineteenth century, 

judge, ~~t Gamelyn comes to the rescue with his outlaw Robin became an Anglo-Saxon freedom fighter, throwing off the 
seizes his evil brother, the sheriff and the justice, has them tried Noman Yoke. The publication in 1888 of Francis edit,on 
and hanged The king pardons both surviving brothen, making a f  h e  re-established it as the central early text and as a result, 
Camelyn chief justice of his forests.26 - with the accretions and ~ I O S S S  of the intervening years, since the 

camelp links the Robin Hood tales and A h  Beit with an oi la* nineteenth centuly it lies at the heart of the fixed of 
rradition of exiled aristocratic outlaws exemplified in Evstacbe Robin Hood familiar to the early twenty-firrt cenmw.2~ 

b k  or FaJ. Fi&Waryn. As is apparent from these brief synapse 
theR a= significant overlaps and bormwingr beween the 
~t the heart of all three is a Stow of a man outlawed( who fk 
,.he forest where he lives by poaching before exacting 
rrceiving pardon from the king. Together they c 
'Matter of the Greenwood', a body of PoPularlite* 
to the more =fined Arthurian 'Matter of ~ritaid." Thm a* 
details in common, but also Some Significant differrnces 
attention will drawn later. But it is the stories of Robin 
which are at the heart of it. 

After the Reformation the Robin Hood stories ch 
Protestantism significantly altered the context 
cinculated as popular literature- In brief the May Games 
suppressed, but the tales resurfaced as ballads and 

culture took over The content also changed. Mai 
enteEd the stories in the mid-sixteenth century: she was 
from other May Games, found associated with Pre-lle 
Robin Hood games from the first decade of the century) 
after the Refomation did she replace the Virgin 

14 
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entury suggest that stories about fictitious figures were c o n f i m  it in the twenty-first century is subject to the Sam catch 

already in cialation. But whose was a given name and an as confi*ng the late thirteenth century in the ear]y sixteenth. 

alias," It is unlikely that it will ever be known for certain whether The Past is seen from the present. This is perhaps nowhere more 
a jreall Robin Hood ever existed on the same basis as we know1 for dmmatically revealed in English historiography than in the history 
instance, that Jesse James or Ned Kelly were 'rear outlaws in the of the fifteenth century itself. As a result of successive layes of 

nineteenth century. dynastic propaganda overlain by Shakespeare's dramatic influence, 
ne convention in the stories is indeed that 'he once walked on the century before Henry Tudor's victory on Boswmh Field was 

but the earliest claims that Robin Hood was a rea1 for long characterired as anarchic. The characterisation began in 

historical figure occur in fifteenth-century Scottish histories of 1461 when Edward IV blamed Henry IVs usurpation of the 
English affairr. Andrew of Wyntoun Wrote early in the throne for the subsequent 'unrest, inward war and bauble, 
that Little John and Robin Hood were active in lnglewood and unrighteousness, shedding and effusion of innocent blood, abuse 
Barnsdale between 1283 and 1285; in the 1440~1 Walter af the laws, partiality, riot, extortion, murder, rape and vicious 

placed them the year 1266, linked to the defeated fol living'! never experienced elsewhere in the world before. 
of Simon de Montfort. No fifteenth-century En 
made an attempt to place the outlaws in 'real 0 justify their acts. Fortuitously Henry VII was the 
fifteenth-century commentators, Robin and Little John s dynasty ~~~~es~fully-e&ablished itself and so,he, 
nothing more than the central characters of ~1 er of his prede~essqi~jbecafine the p a t  saviour 
~ i b ~ l & ~ ~ . 3 2  It is the lewd ribaldries with which the chaos t b t  had preceded hi+. What began as 

There is no doubt that some were in circulatio g a d  b e c e  d d  as historical t&& by the end of the 
ntx WtV. Shakespeare used the hstov to hold up a 

not know, but it is reasonable to assume that they wc,i~l jliswle of bight p1byS covering the end 
and continued to change, just as they change 
century following 1550. Our texts are ed by Renaissance @ligknment, Protestant 
panicular moment, even though we do not know exactly 0l.g~ and Whig political thinki~-'i&$$&eenth century as a 

that moment was. But they are of the p ~ - R e f 0 ~ a t i o n  ce een as uncivi~ised, wdd,d &based as well as 
they talk to us of that century. In SO far as d remains, a powerful characterisation of the 
an earlier age, they contain memories of that earlier era, whi During the twentieth century it was almost 

refracted through and speak to the la shed by historians unbound by victorian 
sixteenth centuries. The challenge, addressed directly in 

of this book, is to identif'y that which was historic 0 this day one still finds, even in the works of 

pre-l(efomation century, and to establish the significance tial British historians, repetition of the earliest caricature of 

contemporaries - what their past meant s. Simon Schama commented in 1995 that it 
What of that fifteenth-century present? Any a l5' be an accident that the first printed &itions of the 
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moment in English history: the Was  Beyond the realm of high politics and dynartic dispute, not 
the Roses1, d i l e  in 1999 Norman Davies wrote in a popular finally Put to rest until the peaceful succession of H~~~~ ~ 1 1 1  in 
histo, of $fitsin, that Tmm 1455 to 1485, the wm of the Roses! 1509, England during the late fifteenth and early sixteenth 
bemeen the r ~ l  proponents of hncaster and York centuries was growing in PrO~perity. The kingdom had 
Emland to chaos'.33 through a period of muma and crisis following the devastation of 

on the contrary the whole weight of twentieth-century plague, which first arrived in the late summer of 1348, successive 
historical scholanhip was to stress that the later fifteenth c e n m  outbreaks, not just the Black Death itself, h a  the 
war neither chaotic nor a disastrous period. This is not to deny population UP to 40 per cent over four decades, In the wake of 
that there were in these decades p e r i d c  outbreak of civil war. this almost unimaginable disaster, for which there seemed no 
~~t the length, scale and impact of the conflict have b 11 as defeat and failure in war in France after 1369, 
emggerated,  the^ wee  rebellions and fighting in 14551 in which before 1360 had k e n  SO gloriously Mumphant, the Ian 
(45944, in 1469-71, in 1483, in 1485, in 1486 and 1487. lkXdder the fo~*nth c e n w  were crisis ridden, politically, in 

wee  short lived and easily put down, others succee digion and socially. Political crises in the reign of ~ i ~ . , ~ ~ d  11, who 
,,,ith lisle opposition. Intense fighting between rival armies ,- the throne in 1 377, culminated in his deposition in 1 399. 
sustained campaigning in the field in central, mainland En came to a head in theMtassociated with john 
was restricted to 1459-6 1 and the spring of 1 47 1 - But none fft known as bllardy, which was &&&-gg the d o n t i e s  by 
campaigns lasted more than a few weeks, battles were V3' taxation to Pay fof b : ~ i t &  war, attempts by 

with &e exception perhaps of T o w n ,  WeK rrk imp n3fnbm 
li&, h e  dismption and damage slight, and the impan to -nWmt which e 
r m c t e d  to the highest ranks of society and the m'd , a d  ‘~"umbM.oa iq lesser 
families in pafiicdar, Civil war was intermittent. The 'fm% @ t@fmttQn% ~ ~ j o l t e x f ,  
to normal civilian life, apart from the sustained U P ~ G  f;ahe of &a se 
14.5961 and 1469-71, was minimal; even then most W I&ed order a.whole 

places were &re to go about their daily lives w t to control wages and e 
hindrance. For ~ e 1 w . e  years, between 1471 and 1483, by prescribing the cl 

' S W P ~ ~  should wear 
srability w m  fully m t o ~ d .  The crown changed hands their r ~ o n  ( m p u ~  legi~lation)~ to coneol leirure 
timd as a result of battle, but most English men and worn behaviour (football ww banned, hunting'in 
of the time were unaffected by these  vent^.^^ Far t3re*r' and bowls restricted to the better to cmil 
and economic disrupdon was by the G ~ a t  Civil oJ'poanit~ and carefully to delimit political 
mi* of the seventeenth century, and it is armable isement to exclude the non-gentle. A~ the old !feudal 
conflicts of the reims of Edward I1 and Richard 111 as w a better phrase) in their eyes faad cdlapsel 
s-le by Henry IV to establish himself on his throne the crown stepped in to construct a 

as disruptive as the Wars of the Roses. more explicitly class based, to bumss  it.35 
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the fifteenth century matters stabilised. Continuing nature English expom from raw wool to half-finished B~ 
tes and low birth rates ensured that the population the end of the cenhv  certain districts, especially East Ang]ja, 

did not ecovat to its p&ious level. Indeed it war probably not Cotswoldsl hnerset and Devon, were flourishing on the basis of 

until the rnid-meenth century that it rose ~ a i n  to its this new i n d u s ~ .  o n  the back of it London grew at the expense 
fou*eenth-cenm level. The Lancasnian dynasty, for a of its provincial rivals, especially York. While ~ ~ ~ t h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  and 
espe&a~ly under Henry V, restored political confidence and Exeter briefly flourished, a growing proportion of jntemational 
brauht even greater victories in the long-mnning war in France: trade f~cused on London and the sea mute across the straits of 
ne Lollard challenge was faced down, and the emnant of Dover to the Po* of Flanders and Brabant. Dunng the fifteenth 
followers driven underground. But most imp0 nched itself as the unchallenged metropolis 
econom~c smctue w transformed and stabilired on a ~ ~ e w  basis, 
~h~ loss of population led in the long term to a conmction In all this the social order wived .  The late-fouroeenth-centluy 
ournut, especial{y agricultural output, a significant =duction of social legislation may well have helped, but in essence it became 
land under cu l t iva~n,  the shrinkage and desertion apparent that social revolution was a long way off. ~h~ sulf 

of d i m  faming of their own demesnes ((or h" between the resouras of the very rich, the peen of the realm, the 
farms) by landlords exploiting labour rewice, the wealthiest genhy and the great religious houses and institutions 
vi*al &rappearance of serfdom (the legal basis on which the income of those who worked for their living remained 
oblietion to render labour service stood) and a pnem While much of the legislation designed to check ,= and fa{] in rents. In this new equilibrium, in cia] relationships in an OM mould pmved htile, 

labow were m short supply, the advant* COntemPorafies discovered that t k  social order could 
* d n a l b  a m y  from the landed elite t o w a h  c h a w .  There was a general rise in the living standards of 

labourm. ~ & e t  forces did not opera* entirely smoothl~l h0 we= killed l a b o u ~ ~  in mgdar employmentl tenant 
places social conflict and tension continued, b-tt in 

1 artisans and craft workers. Paradoxically the per capita 
landed elite accepted the new relationship. of English people increased while national income 

Alongride the changes in the c o u n ~ i & ,  towns nturY progressed, right through the ultimate 
mixed fo-e,, was a gel"leral contract 'in France in mid-century and the 'cham1 of the wars of 

those dependent on local agriculture. Many sm that followed, the disposable income of ordinary men and 
only limited markets, virtually ev-d to villages. is shown in improved housing, a growth in 

locally led to survival of some at the w n e ~ h i ~ ,  an increase in the consumption of meat, dairy 
neighbus. A shift in international trade Pawns  a cquisition of decencies such as brass and 
g ~ t  seaports. R e  rise of the Hanseatic League 
e&aive exclwion of English shippers horn the Nonh ion as the benefits of a redistribution of 
trade routes. The once great port of Kingrs Wibf read down the social order. New definitions we= 
"iaim hm. At the same time a major shift took Pi that social order, and given legal form by the Statute 
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of Additions of 141 3. Men below the level of gentleman were investigate causes, which require searching examination 
identify themselves in any legal transaction as Yeoman, Or than men who, immersed in agricultural work, have 
husbandman, or labourer or by their craft. The stratification was contracted a mticity of mind from familiarity the 
not in itself new, but it is clear from the end of the f 

ccnhlry that a recognisably modern ~~~Ltpational smcWre existed 
in the countlyside, The greatest beneficiaries were what came Sir John viewed his native country nostalpca]ly, especially in his 
be called the middling sort - yeomen, substantial a1 Arcadia, but it is revealing nevertheless that he saw 
self-employed craftsmen, small-scale traders, broken a connection between independence of mind and liberation horn 
(many were in the cloth industw, which flourished in ,' an did not have a peasant out]ook, 
the counnyside where costs were lower). es, he was not a peasant. 

~h~ question thus arises as to whether this ess historians of the medieval economy continue to 
meaningful sense a peasant society. A peasan) is usua to describe a particular category of lane 
as a self-su~icient smallholder, with a strong attac aintained that there were through to the 
land over several generations, who lives on the reSOu*Ces of hi century 'small-scale agricultural producers . . . in possession of land 
own family and whose way of life is rooted to the soil. This i which is farmed primarily with family labour and with the main 
hurbandman in the social terminology of the fifteenth centu Of providing the family directly with a means of subsistencd, 
who worked his own smallholding (some thirty acres Or SO) an be called~easants. And Phillipp Schofie]d, in an incisive 
his family and generated horn it an income upon which in s s i ~ n  of the topic, while acknowledging the difficulty of 
yean they could live. To call him a peasant (or 'nstiCd as mmodating traditional and narrow definitions of Peasantry 

in some accusations presented before the local co emphasising the multiplicity of the experience of countn, 
however, was a much resented slander." A forthright pie across time and between regions, judges that the 
been made, drawing a contrast with the model of m" But was late-medieva] 
eastern European peasantries, that England from the momen 
which written mnive, never had a Thi test applied here is the degree of market penetration, ~ l l  
view that would seem to have been shared by Sir John Forte that the mral economy was commercialised. Countrymen, 
England, he told the young h n c a s ~ a n  prin" topher argues for example, had moved away horn 
in France in the late 1460s) was a place that Fran ti by 1200 and by the end of the thirteenth 

productive without the need of labour. Hen were producing for sale on a considerable scale, fie,, 
English ded to market demand by changing farming pmtices, r he  

promoted a greater degree of specialisation. A vibrant land 
are not very burdened with the sweat 0 urished- However, although influenced by the market, 
that they live more spirjtuaIIy . . . For this reason the en had not fvlly developed a commercial mentality and 
of that land are made more apt and dispose&'. 3' pa*b' integrated into it. Or, as Whittle put- it, they are 
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not mark& &pendent. This seems to be the test: mral society an network of regional urban hierarchies, all 
ceased to be a pearant society Only when market production dominated by the P a t  city of London, that the distinction 
dominated over subsistence production-* between urban and rural society was already blurred. As Dyer has 

lt all depends on the degree of commercialisation- 1300 Concluded, it was not yet a capitalist economy, but capiralists and 
England had undoubtedly reached a high degree of potential capitalists thrived in fifteenth-century ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ d . 4 2  
development. I t  was already a highly urbanired socieW, if by town issues are important because we need to have as ,-lear an 
one accepts the broad definition of a settlement who* idea as possible of the social charactenstics and outjooks of 
lived by other means than agriculture. Whik it has been estimated popular audiences to which the Robin Hood stones appealed. 
that 10 per cent of the population was urban, a far larger They were neither beasants' in the generaliwd use of the word, 
propo~on lived within a day's walking distance to and from the nor 'capitalists' in any modern sense of that word. N~ doubt 
nearest: market town. Much manufacturing production was husbandmen enjoyed them, and SO perhaps did grazieE, but so 
rural, including stage of the cloth-manufacturing Prwess. too did gentlemen, Yeomen, artisans and labourerr, as did men and 

making, metal pottery, brewing and of courre women of all ranks- From whatever precise social category Eaden, 
ne English economy was to a significant degree commercially listeners and performen were drawn, they shared one thing in 

bven and oriented And so it remained through the m a t  common; the benefits of an improved staadard of living. one 
economic crises of the fourteenth century.4' must be careful not to paint a picture Df a pw-Refomation 

Might it  not, therefore, be more apprOpflate to derc age. Disease and death rater remained high, hawests failed 
England as already a capitalist economfl Chwacte**d 'y (spmfaculad~ in the late 1430s and early 148@), bade 
opemijon Of market forces, the dominance of c0n-e deman - were common. The middle decades of the fifnenth cenmy were 
new investment, specialisation and concennation of i n b m  (I a time of deep mession, brought on & s t  by agrarian c,.jsis, and 
the country as well as in the town), the Endish ecOnmy then by a gathefing slump in international trade, horn which 
fifteenth century showed many of the f e a m s  in j ~ c o v e ~  did not really begin until aker 1 470.43 ~~t theRafter, in 

capitalim. ~t may not have been a hlly fledged :an international climate in which English den genmlly sought 

economy, but the was well under way. Some indivi avoid war, and to maintain peaceful  a ad on ships with ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ & ~  
emerged in the late-fifteenth-cenW  countryside^ a ! ~ i n c i ~ a l  markets in the Nethe&&, despite 
grazier Roger Hestage of Burton Dassett in Wamckshire, Qtemptions, Prosperity continued to increase. ~ ~ t h ~ ~ ~ h  

on a larg scale for the market, employed a conside ndic in their movement, some indicaton aonomic growth 
labour force, invested in buildings and equipment, and * found which have suggested an overall annual increase 
significant profit. Northern Norfolk, the most under 1 Percent Per annum between 1471 and 1529. B~ 
etonomic region of England, was already by the early si -fifit-~enW' standards this is a modest growth rate. B~~ by 
c e n m  in e&t a capitalist economy In lowland with what had gone before, and what could be 
eastern England generally, town and country, rfla Of a pw-indus~alised economy, sustained growth of any 
hinterland, were so integrated and interdependent, strut 'might be considered impressive. n e  signs of increasing 
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not told yet that it 
green and the bj 
however, entered 
plunge'. 

- Texts  and Context 

is the merry month of 
irds do sing. These 
Robin Hood's world. 

: May when 
appear late 
And so in 

the leaves be 
:r. We have, 
we 'trillingly 

Herkens, god yernen, 

Yeomanry 

Comley, cottessey, and god, 
O n  of the best that yevw bare bou', 

His name was Roben Hode 
Roben Hood was tbe yeman; name, 

t was both c o w  andjre i 

second and repetitive beginning of the third stanzas 
Hood and tbe Potter, a story which most clearly and 

sly identifies Robin a i  a yeoman and his audience as 
those who were, or would like to be thought of as, 

and whose self-esteem a d  aspifitions are flattered by 
I in his greeting to them as comely and courteous. The 

phasis is repeated at the very end: 

God baJe mersey on Roben Hodys sole, 
And safe all god yemanrey ' 

the moment he first steps on the historical stage', wrote 
son and Taylor in 1976, 'Robin Hood is presented as a 
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hero for a yeoman audience'.' But what precisely th's context. Peter COSS has expressed himself broadly in 

constitut&d a yeoman and yeomanry in the fifteenth and 
agreement that the term employed in the Gest describes a social 

sixteenth centuries, and especially what precisely is meant in the gradation the armigemus and the tillers of the soil  H~ 
description of Robin Hood himself as the pefionification Of has cOncluded that the Gest was composed for an that 
good yeomanly has been and remains hard to pin down. was not and detected in the work elements of parody of 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ l l ~  there are two distinct Usages of the The knightjy rituals.5 Colin Richmond has associated ~~b~~ H~~~ 
and oldest is that of a household rank; the second and more with an inter media^ and tnnsitional status of >eomanliness,. Not 
recent was the extension of the term to d e s ~ i b e  a 'gentle', he embodies the dreams and aspirations not only of the 
In the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries both were in emergent elite of prosperous famerr of medium-sized 

common use holdingst but also of the downwardly mobile younger sons of 
It is perhaps not surprising therefore that the meaning Of the genW who Joined their ranks.6 In their most recent on 

terms and yeomanry in the Wmes of Robin Hood has the Dobson and Taylor have reiterated the centraliN of 

been the subject of sustained discussion since the late 1950s. Hoodi as a yeoman. By the mid-fifteenth he 
~~b~~~ began with the publication in Past and Pmmt Of Rodney 
HiltonIs gound-breaking article On m e  Origins Of Robin Hood 
in 1958. Hilton, who received initial support from Maurice 

not Only as a new Sort of hero but as a hero for a new and 
K ~ ~ ~ ,  conceived of the ballad hero in terms Of medreva' 'la' large 'pcial groupf the Yeomanry of England. Above all it 

~ ~ b i ~  the yeoman was identified as a to have been the outlaw's association with that 
,presenting ideology for a peasant audience-' 

intitial hypothesis was roundly challenged by Sir James H" 
fi.t in his rejoinder to Hilton, and subsequently in his Robin H" distinctive and enduring charactefistics.7 
~~l~ argued that the tern, was used in the sense Of a 
officer and that the stories were nur tu~d in the halls Of cast'e 
manor, and were not for peasant ears.' Since then th 
has moved on. The spcific identification of the te 

with;n a context has been significantly modified 

light of the that fifteenth- and as rural, of fifteenth-century England. 

ce,,v society was considerably more complex tha 

simple peasant economy and that there was a 
influential body of .diem, or middling  SO^, for whom the 'I between gentleman and husbandman, was dismissive 

is not applic&le, and with which the Yeomanly as a 

group can be equated. 
More recent *tin@ on the ballads have accordingly st 
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indeed he doubted that society in the fifteenth century was any discussion of the 'yeomanliness' of Robin Hood and the 
more diverrified than in the thirteenth, suggesting that the word wodd in which he is set needs to keep all these con~derations in 

was but a new label for a long-established social status. 
on ly  later, at the end of the fifteenth century, were the stories Part of the problem is linguistic. The English word lyeornan~ is 
adulterated and contaminated for a more popular 'yeoman' ddved from the Old English 'yonger man'. The phrase lYonge 

audience? men' in fact appears wire in place of 'yeomen' in the 
Fist, the point at issue has been whether the term Yeoman was version of the Gest at the beginning of the stov of l ~ o b i n  ~~~d 

initially used in the stories and continued to be used primarily as and the Sheriff'; here his f0I10wer-s are his yonge men1 and 
a description of a household rank on to which the meaning of a Iseven w ~ g h t  Yonge A similar usage is found in 
social stams was grafted, or whether the term was the GamelY"; the outlaws in the forest whom he joins are Iseven score 
beginning primafily used to identify a social StanJs. On this hangs yon@ men: Sometimes memy men, but always young men not 
a wida debate as to whether the Robin Hood stones are be Yeomen. In Garneb an emphasis is placed on their age. ney are 
perceived as deriving from gentle cinder Or as having popular indeed young, as is the hero." They are also in the service of their 

and thus as to whether they subwquently became . master, the king of the outlaws, who* service camelyn also joins. 
popu~arised, or in the course of time became gennified- In the ' is implicitly a dynamic e l e m e ~  in he use of the phrase in 

debate as it has been conducted SO far, these have largely been the sense of indicating a stage in a crrm, stage throwh which 
seen as alternatives, and the two mutually exclusive. In the P g man in senice passes on the becoming a squire or 
there has also been a tendency to make no distinaion betwe as CameI~n, who becomes the king of the 
yeomanry of Robin Hood, and of his m e w  men and so himself-" The usage of 'ymge man' in this way was 

and the yeomanry of the audience to which the extended great ~ondQn Companies of t k j a t e  fourteenth and 
were supposedly delivered, and in at least one surviving e n t w e s  such as the tailors. f i e  word was adopted to 

explicitly But the two need not have been the sa identihr those who had completed t& appmticeshipsf but weR 

Robin Hood have been one sort of Yeomant the audien " yet ma-1 p d a b h .  unmarried and wo&ng as wage-eamm, 
a whole composed of others, and not just Yeomen. Second! orjOurne~men. In the late fourteenth centlay they formed their 
has also tended to be an assumption that all the diffe w n  hatemitier, which, at fist distgusted by the livery, were in 

drew upon one meaning of yeoman and yeomanry, @me absorbed into the structure of the company -l-he 
was. ~~t this too is not to be taken for $ranted As we ip also widened to incorporate small-scale masters who 

there were different sorts of stories in ~ ~ ~ l a t ~ n  in the to becoming livery men, Or, in many were 
middle ages, about Robin Hoods with different cha g to make it. Thus in this urban context too the 
is thus possible that the stories in their first recorded ve ing of the word shifted from being a life stage a a social and 
incorporated and encompassed both the yeoman of the hous 
rank and the yeoman of intermediate social SQnJs either the century the word 'yeoman' also began to be 
prnonification of the hero or the rnembefihip of the adien as a hanslation of the French valet, or Latin oalettUS, as a rank. 
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such it lay bemeen esquire and groom in a noble household. were substantial and prosperous farmers. It was a status akin to 
valets or yeomen, as household ordinances and lists reveal1 that enjoyed by certain rural artisans and tradesmen. Many 
occupied a distinct position in the hierarchy. Ralph Neville, earl OccuPatlons such as clothier, OT fuller, or butcher, or smith, or even 
of Westmorland, in his will drawn UP in 1424 for legacies potter, in town and country generated as much income, or more, 
of 10 marks for each of his squires, £2 for each of his valets and endowed a similar social status. Moreover in late-rnedieva] 
and £1 for each of his In this contexf, too, the word villages and small towns, where the same men wee  often 
probably began as an indication of a life Stage, but by the end occupied in both husbandry and a craft or trade, the distinction 
the fourtee& century, while it probably implied an ~ n m a * ~ ~ ~  was blurred: they all were handicraftmen, men who practised a 
man, it did not necessarily mean a stage in career devel0Pment craft with their hands. Additionally, the manner in which the act 
(although in the case of Geoffrey Chaucer it did). There were was applied led $0 multiple ascriptions, or aliases, whereby the 
probably some aged valets in Earl Ralph's householdt Just as there same Person could be Identified in separate legal actions by 
were ageing yeomen in the ranks of the Merchant Tailors in different designations, both by social status and by occupation. 
London. Such an aged yeoman is to be found in the household of There was therefore considerable confusion of nomenclature. 
Richard Clewam of Croft, a Yorkshire scpire who in 1449 granted In the late fourteenth century yeomanry also implied freeborn 
to william Cabery on his retirement free board, lodging an blood and free tenure. Robin, the storyteller reminded his 
livery after a lifetime of service to Richard and his father.'5 audience, was both courteous and free. But it is evident that a 

ln the later fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, an age century later substantial customary tenants, some even of 
rapid social mobility and growing differentiation of wealth, westionable birth, s tyM themselves yeomen and were accepted 
which the governing classes Were anxious to preserve .ky their neighboun as Such. William Hilwler, who leased and 
quo, the use of the term yeoman was extended to an interme d the small Durham manor of Pentop from Robert Claxton 
social category between husbandman and gentleman i 1 was identifed as a yeoman in his lease. In 1470 a tenant 
counm Some sense of the transition of meaning is to be a holding of sixty acres in the Tees valley could describe himself 

the in 1386 by William Clanon of Claxtont conhoveniall~ as a Yeoman. Bishop Latimer preaching before 
Durham, of the same livery for his new tenants of his fnan rd VI reminisced about his father being one such yeoman 
Hulam as he was accustomed to provide for the Yeomen his own farm, one or two labourers and a comfortable 
household.'6 The defining moment was the Statute of Addit ~ d o f  living. " A Yeoman was in the later fifteenth and early 
of 141 3, which laid down that social status or occu~ation enth centuries a respectable local worthy, a man whose 
be specified in all legal transactions. Crahmen wee  to be el if it exceeded 40 shillings a year, might even, and if the 
by their wades; but countrymen appearing before the cou g officer did not inquire too closely into his t e n u ~ ,  entitle 
werr of grrater wealth and higher standing than vote in parliamentary elections. He was one who might 
husbandmen gave to themselves, or had ascribed to the as churchwardenf as a juror on his local manotia] court, or 
loose designation of yeoman.'7 As a social category 'Yeo fjnd himself empanelled by the king's sheriff or 
pfimafily applied to men who in the modem sense Of Of the many local juries of inquiry. When Sir John 
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F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  in exile, praised the virtue of his kingdom, he gentlemen, and even more so thew grandsons, came to rest in  the 
when he claimed that there were in many same social group. They were to be found throughout ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ d ,  in 

yeomen in patrimony to serve on a J"v who Weardale as well as in the Thames valley. It is arguable, too, that 

spend more than 600 'scutei (%loo) a Year Yeomen to those who styled themselves yeomen were becoming more self- 
the social group which a century later came to be known as the conscious and articulate. Some may even be described as proto- 

'middling capitalists; they were certainly not averse to investing in trade and 
N~~ a gentleman, still a working farmer, artisan or "desman industrial production.22 

who worked with his hands, he was nevertheless a man Of local Yet the word yeoman was still current at the end of the fifteenth 

substance and importance, employing One Or two Of his Own century in its older and original meaning. ~t still continued to be 

servants. ne privileged we= anxious to draw a clear &stinction employed in noble and royal households. I n  the great noble 
between a gentleman and a yeoman, even though in pmnice, at the households there remained three grades of servant - now 

it was difficult to discern. No gentleman, gentlemen1 Yeomen and grooms (sometimes knaves). A list has 
worked with his hands. The distinction was even survived of those present in John, Lord Howards household on a 

to the= were yeomen sheets, which were rougher than visit to London on 22 January 1467. There were sixteen lgentlemenf 
sheets, there were horses suitable for Yeomen to " 1  (three of whom were knights), forty-eight yeomen and twenty- 

but not gentlemen.2~ A yeoman might aspire t seven grooms. The number of yeomen seems excessive, for sixteen 

inked on occasion seek to pass himself off as beher than he Years later, when he had risen to be duke of Norfolk, he was 

if so he was usually found out. His son, however. accompanied on a journey to London on 2 September ,483 with 

school and so prosper in the law, or at courtl or in noble ur men, no more than nineteen being yeomen. treater 
on the field of battle that he became a gentlema &tail of the household staff and their hnctions is given of the 

distinction was clear. One knew a gentleman ing, or travelling household, of Henry Percy, earl of 

~ i ~ h ~ ~ d  Calle, the son of a Fmmlingham W e r ,  lay mberland, in 15 1 I. It was laid down in  his household 

seNant to the Pastom, discovefed in 1469 to his that a ye Statutes that when he set out on a journey a of five servants 

pmumed too above his station if he eloped wi ahead to set up the lodgrngs, three would accompany the 
daughter" Yet yeomen liked to think of themselve gage (also in advance) and another much larger party would 

being courteous and free to be a a t  ab prepare the hall and chamber for his arrival. ne rest 

sort. Some may have had pretensions to gentility, but they Id travel with him. Three yeomen, a yeoman usher of the 

pmud to be respectable. amber, a yeoman usher of the hall and a yeoman cook would be 

ne numbe* of yeomen, at least pr0Pofiion the first party. Accompanying the baggage would be a 

popu~ation, gRW du*ng the fifteenth century in line with r for keeping the gate. A yeoman cellarer travelled with the 

of the of living of those in the inte Party. In the retinue of the earl himself rode a yeoman of the 

socieq,, and they were swollen by downward as as a Yeoman of the horse, a yeoman of the chamber, a yeoman 
In a world of primogenime. the younger Pan- a yeoman of the buttery, an unspecified number of 
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yeoman waiters and finally 'all other yeomen to ride behind the recmlted, carried out similar duties. Thus one might envisage that 
lor&, presumably as the party's escort.23 the yeomen who followed on the earl of Northumberland in I 
ne official ordinances of the household of Edward IV, iss~ed In were his armed guards, employed to protect him. 

1478, give full details of the duties, perks and rewards of such It l r  not hard to find examples of the term being used the 
yeomen The yeomen of the chamber, of whom there were four storleS to denote service rank. In Robin Hood and the potter, when 
the king's household, were to make beds, to hold torches, set 

In disguise, is In Nottingham, has sold the potsl and dined 
boards (tables), to apparel all chambers and to CarO' out all *Ith the sheriff and his w~fe, takes part ln an archery 
such tasks as ordered by the chamberlain or ushen of the chamber, Since Rob~n had no bow with him, 
taking the accustomed wages and receiving the usual livery 
(clothing allowance). Other royal yeomen, some duplicated in The scrde commandyd a ymen that stod hem bey 
noble househol&, were the yeoman of the stool (the chamber pot), After bowbes to wtynde, 

the yeoman of the armoury, the yeoman of the bows and ayeoman The best bow that the yeman browthe 
of the kin& hounds. The royal household was the model for all Roben set on a stryng 25 

others. The ordinances in fact laid down the nominal sizes of noble 
househol&, specifying, for instance, that a duke should have Was this the sheriff's Yeoman of the bows, In the story of i ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~  
men. ~t is clear too from Edward 1V's ordinances, explicitly drawin John and the Sheriff, Little John disguises himself as ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l d ~  
upon similar ordinances laid down by Edwar G ~ n d e f e  to join the household w ~ c e  of he rhough the 
c e n t v  earlier, that the yeomen had a specifically he asrumes is not specified, a post such as yeoman of the hall 
The twenty-four yeomen of the crown, who canied out all th or chamber is envisaged, otherwise the comic action in he 
various functions, had also to be the 'most semely Personest cle asault~ the steward and butler would make no sense. ~h~ cook, 
and strongest archers, honest of conditions a with whom he fights and finally abscon&, is an equal, and proves 
boldmen, and tried out of NWJ lordes b o ~  in Yndhnd J0r f kfrnself an equal in combat. He is praised by ~ ~ b i ~  
mpg ad Vml (my italics). They were c h ~ ~ n  men of 'maoh as a ' f a ~ '  Yeoman." At another point in the stoty of l ~ o b i n  
[and] shootyng'. In the noble Edward's stamtes, the 0rdina and the Knight', also incorporated into the &, Little john 
further noted, they were called the 'xxiiij archers a Pe cum 
enchiement deuaunt le roy pur payis pur gard corps du r"y'l ca " Off to his mortgage. Having h e n  elaborately equipped 
also 'the kinges watchement'. Thus it was laid do the outlaws, the knight finally departs with Little lohn standing 
make wache nyghgtly they should be gurde with t h e ~ r  swer 
with other wepyns redy and hameys about them'.24 
elite corps, the yeoman of the guard as they were to 'It weregreate shame', say& Robyn, 
whose responsibilities combined walting on the king in v 
functions with maintaining the security of the P 
that the yeomen of the noble households, from 
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$1 shall the lende Littell John, my man describe both a yeoman by office and a yeoman by status, In 1386 
kabella Claxton of Horden, the widow of Sir William Claxton, 

For be sbal be thy knave; 
rn a y m a n i  stede be may standel agreed a complex twelve-year lease of her manor of Hulam and its 

~f thou greate nede have '' appurtenances in County Durham with three Betonson brothers 
who were to work the land. Among the clauses she undertook to 

ne knight have an honourable escort1 worthy of his provide clothing such as she gave her yeomen (valetti), and of the 

dignity. lt might be smaller than that with which the duke of 

Norfolk or earl of ~ ~ f i h ~ ~ b ~ ~ l ~ ~ d  moved about the coun ction of the rent to the value of clothing received by her 

the Mfils the same function. A similar sense of pmpriety own Yeomen, or other yeomen in the neighbourhood. Thim-four 

is at in an Incident later in the Story when! having lost an yean later she entered into a similar agreement over the site of the 

archery contest to the king in the disguise of 
an Robin manor of Claxton, in which again the tenant farmers were to 

to take the customary forest p e n a 1 ~  a to the receive annual robes of livery. In 1465 Henry, Lord FitzHugh 

head. But the king refuses: 
retained Abraham Metcalf, yeoman, at Ravenswofih in north 
Yorkshire, who was to have the lease of the demesne at ~ ~ k i ~ ~  

' ~ ~ f ~ l h t b  not for mine order', s ~ d  Our bjel 
and other tenements in exchange for his sworn service at all times 

'Robyn, by  thy level 
and to be 'good tenant and agreeable and of good feuill and 
demenynge to all the seid lord tenants'.30 In an era of social flux, For to smite no good yeman! 

For doute I sbolde b~ j r ~ e . " ~  therefore,  hen contemporaries frequently complained that no 
one knew their place any more, the term yeoman encompassed 

~ ~ i ~ h ~ ~  a king nor an abbot should strike an honest 
distinction bemeen the ~ W O  rypes of Yeomen is apparent . AS COSS has stressed, the u e  of the term lyeomant 

texts. ~h~ same is found in Adam Bell, even more explici in the stories is often hard to disentangle from the contemporary 

end the three outlaws are received into the kingts house n of status and status terminology.31 
There ist however, a spec~fic further use of the term yeoman, 

king declares: 
yeoman of the forest', which brings official rank and status 

William, I make the a gentleman er together and has particular relevance for the social 

Ofclotbinj, and offe: 
tories. Halt drew attention to a particular association 

And jbi two brethren, y m m  0 j - m ~  cbambnf omen and the forest as early as his original article on 

For tbcy are so seemly to me.29 As he pointed out, one of the earliest references to 
n' is to be found in the twelfth-century Pseudo-Cnut 

some in the stories of Robin Hood dot as Holt ar star in which they are under-foresters drawn from the 

hold household office. ingranks of freemen. But neither in his initial article nor in 

~ ~ ~ ~ l l ~  we can find the term being used simultaneous' ter book did Halt develop the significance of the explicit 
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description of Robin and his men as foresten. or examine the 'T!hou liest', than sayd Lytell Joban, 

teminolow of forest and hunting which recurs in the ballads. In  'And tbat shall rew the; 

his fist article, he stressed the manner in which Robin poached He is a yeman of theforest, 

the kingrs deer, thus to be seen in the thirteenth-century To d y n e  he hatb bode tbe'.34 

of conflict over forest rights between king and Iords. But 
noted the probability that Robin's earliest audiences thought Of A yeoman 'of the forest is the antithesis of a strong thief, -l-his 
him as an outlawed forester, he did not there, or subs angry exchange can make sense only i f  one appreciates that i t  was 

idea further." He was more concerned to establish the yeoman of the forest's role to apprehend common criminals, 

what he perceived as the broader aristocratic milieu of in J-+ittleJohn15 eyes his master did not break the law, he upheld it. 
and Robin's rank as a household officer than to explore his He is! in short, a forester. The specific meaning of a forester is  

panicuiar identification as a specific kind of Yeoman. reinforced when, later in the G a t ,  Robin himself his men 
toss noted too that Robin and his men are behind him holds UP the king, who is disguised as a monk, H~ 

described as 'yeomen of the forest', but concluded, nevertheles 
that the phrase applies to the outlaws' Sifuafion rathe 
status. ne term forester, he added, was used by wa We be yemen ofthisforest, 

to a man specifically in royal service. By implicati Under tbegrenewode tre, 

. forertes by occupation, the legendaly outlaws ~ o u l  We lyve b y  oure kynges dere, 

as such. Robin and his men are thus not Yeomen of 
outl&ed yeomen of an intermediary social Stam who 
sought refuge in the forest. We are thus to picture e too identifies himself and his men as honest foresters, whose 
fellows as prosperous countrymen in flight from ju du'Y is to Protect the king's deer. Furthermore, he and his men 

banded together in the Yet the key to Ro Yeomen of this forest,. they are, the 
yeomanly, and his being equally at home in rural is to believe, his serving foresten of Barnsdale/ 
household service, lies in his identification by the audien 
yeoman of the forest. -medieval foresters, the yeomen of the forest, were part 

ln the k t ,  Little John holds UP the cellarer of St Mary$ ded household of the king and great lords, the 

York: t of doors as it were. They exercised a wide range of 
pr The r e s ~ o n ~ i b i l i t ~  for preserving the vert (the vegetation) 

'wo is your maysten' sayd tbe monke he game) in all forests, seigneurial as well as royal, 
Lytell Joban sayd, 'Robin Hodeft them Each belonged to an elaborate establishment. ~t its 
'He is  a stronge tbefe', said the m o n h  enhip/ was usually an office occupied as a sinecure 
'Of bym herd I never good'. r retainer. The principal man on the spot was the 

who was himself assisted by a team of or 
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mounted foerr, whore responsibility extended over the within and separate from the forests themselves. ~ ~ k , ~ ~  all the 
fowst, and by dismount& or walking foresten, each whom foren& and chases throughout England, thew wee  literally 
kept a division of the foest known also as a walk, ward Or hundreds of them in the kingdom at Jarge.38 
bailiwick. The first duty of the yeoman fomter was the protection Sir John Fortescue in his idealiscd descriptions of ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ d  had 
of he deer in his 'divisiont. He needed to know that division like a special word to say for these men. Discussing the kingi officerr 

winter feed for the deer, and to take 
dropped calves during the 'fence month' (the equivalent to the the least of them, although he be only a parker, taking but 
close semn) around Mi&mmer Day. But he had also to Pres- "O pence a day, Yet he has yearly £3 and 

besides his dwelling in his lodge, his cow for his ,,,ilk, and 
detection of illegal logging and the such other things abwt him, and the fees of his office, so 
all its aspects. He walked or, if he w m  mounted, rode mund that the office is to him as would be 100 shillings of fee 
section of the forest protecting the ,, or rent, which is a fair living for a yeoman. 

There were nine working f0E5 

Arun&l in the 1480s. H the might of the F a  lor&, lay the might of the land. 'sme 
lieutenant. Beneath them came a chief forester, the *dw of the k i ~ ' r :  he aswrted, 'who has no 0 t h  livelihood, may 

was of local imports 

genm fadie, but IIIOR ~hiuacteriSCi~13' in the fi 

the same Yeomen, fowsters, whom bale John and his 
are to They can prey on churchmen and the 
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No more ye shall gode yeman to his side. When, at the end of the Gest, he deserts the court and 

That walketb by jrene wode s b a ~ . ~ '  returns to the life of a forest outlaw, he blows his horn, and all the 
old gang reassemble, duff their hoods, kneel and welcome their 

~b~~~ yeomen are not substantial farmers of an Intermediary status master back. He is the forest king. So knowledgeable of his 

beween husbandmen and gentry, as has urnally been supposed. kingdom is he that he is able to lead not only the sheriff but also 
unambiguous dlstlnction is drawn, in the conventional the crowned king a m e w  dance from forest to forest. only 

terminology of estates, between those who work the land and another 'proud' forester in the royal service knows how to track 
who patrol the forest. Confirmation that walking 'by gene him down, and that is by the ruse of the king disguising himself as 

wade is a job description is to be found in the sutviving a monk, a guest Robin can never resist inviting to dinner.44 

records of Sherwood Forest itself. A late-fifteenth-century As befits the self-proclaimed chief governor of the forestr ~ ~ b i ~  

transc-iption of the oath made by foresters includes the needed a bowbearer, for in all forest administration a bowbearer 
undertaking to kePe and walke the office of forestenhip and mwe was appointed to CanY the keeper of the forest's bow when he 

watche bothe erly and late both for vert andvenysonl-" An came to hunt, or to accompany the king when hunting, and 

eighteenth-century copy of the charge of the court of possibly also to act as his personal bodyguard. He was also his 
swanimote likewise referr to the foresterr and walkers within the deputy, charged with overseeing the administration of the forest 
fOmt42 ~h~ occupational description is made even more explicit law in his absence.45 This is a role, however, which ~ i t ~ l ~  lohn 

in the opening two stanzas of Adam &ll: rejects at the beginning of the story ofRobin  Hood and the ~ ~ , , k .  
'; Robin, planning to go into Nottingham to participate in an 

~ e r y  it mas in greneforest archery contest, is advised to take an escort of twelve men. B~~ no, 

Among tbe leves grew 
when that men walke both east and west .P 'Ofall m y  merry men', seid Robyn, 

Wytb bowes and arrounues ken: 'Be myfeith I will none have, 
But Litul John sball beyre m y  bow, 

To ryse tbe dere out of theyr denfie; Till that me list to drawer. 
Such sigbtes as hatb ofte bent sene; 

by yemen of the nortb countrey, which Little John, asserting bluntly that there is no room in the 
B y  them it is as I enwood fellowship for such aristocratic hierarchy, 

~~d then Adam Belll Clim of the Clough and ' T ~ o u  shall beyre t b j ~  o m ,  lZ/iAjstW, 
Cloudesly are named. They come fmm the same backpu d I will beyre mjne1.46 
Robin Hood and Little John. 

~ ~ b i ~  is not just a forester: he is himself the self-proc 
of Cloudesl~, on the other hand, is happy after he is 

govemoure' of the forest, the mastfl in outlawry of a ned to accept the role of king's bowbearer, with a fee of 18 
140 'wight' yeomen, as if all the foresterr of the north had ' 
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pence a day and the additional office of Riding Forester of the 
N ~ r t h . ~ '  

Finally, Robin and his men, as no one needs reminding, dressed 
in green. They don the uniform when they go into action. Thus 
in the fourth fytte of the Gest, part of the story of 'Robin Hood and 
the Knight', when the outlaws go up to Sayles to lie in wait for an 
unsuspecting guest, they go with bow in hand, and Little John, as 
Robin's lieutenant, 

Gyred bym with afull god sworde, 
Uder a mantel grene4' 

At the climax of 'Robin Hood and the King', the king and his 
cast away their robes in which they had come to the f 
disguised as monks and clothe themselves in Lincoln 
dressed as foresters they descend with the outlaws 
N~ttingham.~' 

Robin was, as Chaucer put it in his description of the 
yeoman, 'a foster . . . soothly' (modernised by Coghill as 
forester). 'Of wodecraft we1 coude he a1 the page1. That 
he was a master of the handicraft of forestry. Chaucer describe 
riding forester, mounted on horseback. He is dressed acco 
'in cote and hood of grene' and carries the foresteis tackle o 
arrows, shield, sword and dirk, complete with a horn; even 
bawdric' (baldric), the belt on which his horn was carried, 'w 
grene'.50 This yeaman forester, now on foot, reappears in the yeoman as household 

Tale', all m green again, carrying a bow and stand~ng under a 
in in X's Richr du Duc C Bev, a household ycornan, or 

shawl. The reader may mistake him for Robin Hood himself, 
etl an usher the chamber in his English equivalent, can 
ging a to the household (q 1& ~ ~ , . i x g  a nd hat) into the ddei 

passes himself off to the summoner, whom he hopes to ente f l ~ h t ) .  (See p. 37.) 
one day, as a man like himself, a gmsping bailiff from far a "die, ChantiIIy, France. 

the north. But the joke is on the reader as well as 
companion, for the mysterious forester soon reveals hims 
a fiend come to take the summorrer down to he1L5' 
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Fifteenth-century men and women of all ranks, not just the 
poet, who was himself briefly absentee Forester of North 
Petherton in Somerset (Quantock Forest) in the I are I 
likely to have been familiar with the forest world to which Robin 
Hood belonged. Forests, seigneurial as well as royal, existed in 

1 almost every county of England. Some were extensive. Foresters 
were still significant local officials. They were, as servants of their 
lord or of the king, members of their extended households, 
receiving fees from them. At the same time they were also of 
their local communities, frequently landholders themselves. In 
some districts, setvice when the king hunted was one of the 
conditions of tenure.53 There were thus few parts of rural England 
where husbandmen and labourers did not know and deal with 

&'* , foresters and hunters, seigneurial or royal. Sometimes 

14 'Oure comly kynge': Edward 111, the flower of kings past and t! 
glory of kings to come, here portrayed as the venerable founder of tq 
Order of the Garter. He was the most likely of the first four Edwardsf 
have been the model for the king in the early stories. Yet memory o f t  
ultimate failure of even this paragon, embedded in the narrative of \ 
Gat, reminded audiences to put their trust in Robin Hood rather 6 
princes. (See pp. 200-1 .) 
O The British Library. 

- .  
both the society of countrymen a d  the mtld of aristocratic 

L T h e  extent to which a forester bel&& the world of the 

gj local forest administrations of the -,and meat lords were 

I as the Master of Game, entered into a contract with Henry IV 
; master of hart hounds in Somerset and Dorset. He agreed 
:ain two yeomen berners at horse (valets de chiens or kennelmen) 
~r pence daily, four yeomen berners at foot at two pence 
two yeomen fewterers (who held the greyhounds readv to 
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bff &m 4 Qmr, entided 'Of the ordinance and ph!: manner of of the antlers). Of course the hart is Robin with his meny men 
hunting when the king wil hunt in forem or ~ a *  for the hart, armed with bows and arrows. In this mockery of aristocratic 
with bows and stable', tke duke states that the master of h e  game, 
the owniwr of the.myal hunts, is requind to arrange with 
maser forester where the king will hunt. The master forester is t The use here of the word 'tryst' is a reference to the other, and 

to direct hiis forestas to set up the hunting positions, and to stable', in which herds of deer, red and fallow, hinds and does as 
the huntsmen and escort them to their posts so as to wel! as Younger males were driven towards standing huntsmen. 

The principal huntsman took up his stand, accompanied by his 
h u n ~ ~ n  needed themselves to know how to conduct a hunt 
how to haJ with the quamy when it was killed. They hounds ready to be let slip. In a large (especially royal) hunt, 
required, as part of their craft, to know the SF ers and gentle companions were directed to their own stands 
terminology of hunting and to be able to participate iin. 
formalked rituals invalved in virtually every aspect d 
aristacmtic pastime- 

& cxpecrrd of kreeers, ~ o b i h  Hood and his men 
c o n s t e ~ ~ t  with the art of venery. They smderstand the 
m i n o l o g y  and p ~ c e s  emplapd, such as the 

of a 'great had or a ' h a  deer', the way to trl' 

of a hart by mounted huntsmen with hounds, occurs 
lampaon in which the sheriff is guMed by Little 10 
servant RRynoIde Grenelefe, who offers to lead him 
should ta a 'ryghte fayre hart1, hrs colour all of p e n ,  
of seven score deerI each with sixty sharp tyndes (tines, 
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Forth be lad our cmly kinge, 
Fullfayre by tbe bode ,  
Many a dere tbere was slaywe, 
A~dfullfast d y g h t a ~ d e . ~ ~  

The abbotking does more than dine at the hystel tree. Robin 
leads him there courteously by the hand, just as the yeoman of the 
bow is instructed in the Master of Game. And there many deer are 
slain bfore  being 'undone' (dyghtande) $or eating. In 0th 
Robin organises a hunt by bow and stable and then breaks UP the The symbolism of the trystel tree depends on Robin being 
carcasses in the proper manner, before providing the feast. The clearly identified by the audience, gentle and common, as an 
outlaws are also accustomed to organising a bow and stable hung outlawed forester. The stories are nevertheless ambivalent in their 
for their own entertainment, or larder. In a passage in R ood as a dutiful and 
and & h/lonk, Little John and Much set out to ambush the monk! diligent forester, organising a hunt for the abbotking; h e y  
But before they leave, it seems, John instructs the othe 
to have some sport: 

' ~ ~ t b a t  ye kepe we1 mr tristit tn, 
UH~; tbe leucs malt, 
A d  spare non of this uenys~, &me& +s k g t & .  They ad 
Tbatgose in tbis vale1.* k t e r s .  L i l e  John might 

but in theend,fae accepts his as a subordinate. 
Poaching is done in style. 

This trystel tree has more uses than as a hunting spot 
deer are killed. Little John proposes that Robin waits un 
wstel m e  while he goes forward to challenge GUY of Gisb 
Robin himself, disguised as the potter, boasts to the sheriff th een knowledge of hunting assumed by them and the social 
has had a hundred bouts with the great outlaw under h 
tree. The lodge fulfils a similar role. Robin wefcomes the of Malory's Morte D'Artbur concern Sir Tfistram de 
and the cellarer of St Mary's at the lodge door. Before the e's exile in the forest. Corinne Saunders suggests that 
leaves he undertakes to repay Robin for his loan a yea?- depicts him as the epitome of a huntsman, 'the chief 
this greenwood tree'. On his return, he is welcomed of the worlde and noblyst blower of a home'. AS such he 
Robin 'under my trystell tre'. It would seem that ifi thi 'Pattern of gentility.62 Indeed, the author ad& a much 
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quoted digression to his tale when he reminds his * a h  that Sir social order is treated with solemnity: rank is recognised and loyal 

Tristram devised the terminology of hunting and for that reason service is rewarded. But in 'Little John and the She&', the 

the book of venery was called the book of Sir Tfiswam- V ~ u s  conventions of courtesy, good service and household order are 
I lampooned. In the first the figure is constructed to confom with 

all jantylmen that beryth old amys ought of right to social norms and hierarchy, and thus perhaps to appeal, not only 
honow sir Trystrams for the goodly tearmys that to those of gentle blood themselves, but also to those worthy and 
jantylmen have and use and shall do unto the day of respectable yeomen who may have had aspirations to gentility. In 
Dome, that thereby in a maner all men of worship may 0 be more subversive, and thus perhaps appeal 
discever a jantylman from a yoman and a yoman from a to those who had no time for such pretensions, or even for the 

~ y l a n e . ~ ~  wider appeal to all yeomen is most clearly 
d a d  the Pot&. The potter himself, an arcisan, 

Leaving aside the question of what kind of yeoman f\l4alo~ recognised as a good yeoman and becomes, as it were, an 
mind, Robin Hood, as a yeoman of the forest, evidently of Gisborne is the most directly focused on 
mle. He also knows dl tke t e m ~ ~  of hunting, The hias forest world itself, having as its theme the conflict between 

~d and bad foresters. GUY, another k g h t  yeomant, is a bounty 

a maleman from &k~s because he nter, hired by the sheriff to kill Robin, who had been lmany a 

to, a '&g' or 'large' hart, and ne many a curst He meets his richly 
&h coat calm af brow, ~ U O W  d and gri* end, his head treated as a hunting trophy. The 
to w o s e  that, natw$thtandin@ is shot in night as if he were the hunted beast. Is this a 

which yeoma of the forest theragelves would have 

yeomanry of Robin Hood is thus a complex, if not to say 

gentleman, Peter I*, moaned that nowa dentification of the outlaws as yeomen lies 
known a knave fram a m t *  for aH be alike in ~10.thin ificant change in the usage and meaning of the 
he could probably have added that they could ten a from a descriptor of household rank to a descriptor of social 

from a dun t00.~' s. In fifteenth- and early-sixteenth-century society it meant 
A-d the figure of yeoman forester could be things and was on occasion used at the same time in both 

& b t ,  even contradictory si And so too in the stories, where the uses of the word to 

'Robin Hood and the King', for instance, e Robin Hood himself and as an invocation to the audience 
re-; the forester plays his proper role in laying necessarily calling upon the same meaning. But the 
his master. In 'Lide John and the ar and unambiguous identification of Robin Hood as a 
inc-kd i n t ~  the Ckt, a r i s m t i c  h u n t i ~  is ecific kind of yeoman, a yeoman of the forest, or forester, 
'Robin Hood and the Knight' and 'Robin Hood s a fixed point of reference in this fluidity. His status as a 
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forester, a figure familiar to both gentle and common audi 
who practises a skill, shooting, which is admired by both and 
sustains himself by an activity, hunting, which is exerci 
both, brings the heterogeneous elements of audience and narrative 
together. He is both of intermediary rank and of inte 
status. The liminal character of this situation means that Robin 
Hood is a hero cut for all. As a fifteenth-century literary'figure, 
therefore, Robin need neither be seen exclusively as belonging to 
the milieu of the aristocratic household, nor sol 
representative of a new middling sort. He reaches 
precise social categories. When we first come across 
fifteenth-century versions of the stories, he is already a 
all men, and the idealised greenwood in which he op 
appropriate milieu in which all men can imagine him. 
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